Predicting life expectancy in prostate cancer patients.
Due to its long natural history, prostate cancer illustrates best the need for tools that adequately predict life expectancy. We reviewed the actual tools available for clinicians involved in therapeutic decisions in newly diagnosed prostate cancer and examined their accuracy to provide individual life expectancy. Life tables, comorbidity indices, and multivariate prognostic models can assist clinicians for life expectancy predictions. However, the accuracy of life tables (60.9%) and comorbidity indices (accuracy unknown) may be as weak as clinician-derived life expectancy predictions (69%). Actually, statistical models provide the highest accuracy (69-84.3%). To date, Walz et al. developed the most accurate model (84.3%), predicting the risk of death of nonprostate cancer-related causes within 10 years of definitive therapy. Clinicians need the most accurate estimates of life expectancy in situations in which there is uncertainty regarding the need for aggressive local therapy. As the accuracy of clinician-derived life expectancy prediction is relatively modest, clinicians may benefit from assisted life expectancy prediction by life tables and statistical tools in their daily clinical practice. This would enhance the accuracy of the life expectancy predictions of individual candidates to definitive therapy for prostate cancer. Actually, nomograms provide the most accurate health-adjusted life expectancy prognostication.